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GEOMETRY OF LAGRANGEAN STRUCTURES. 3 . *) **) 
Demeter Krupka 
Abstract. The oonoept of a Lepagean fovm, and its meaning fov the geometvi-
zation of the highev ovdev oaloulus of variations, is discussed. It is shown 
that in the fivst ovdev oase this oonoept leads to a unification of the theovy of 
fundamental forms of the Hamilton-Poinoave-Cavtan type; a Lepagean fovm of a 
diffevent type is also oonsideved. The global infinitesimal {highev ovdev) fivst 
vaviation fovmula expvessed by means of a Lepagean fovm is devived in terms of 
differential-geometric operations, and the Eulev-Lagvange fovm is defined. All the 
diffevential forms used ave odd base fovms; this extends the variational theory to 
fibered manifolds with arbitrary (not necessarily orientable) bases. 
Key words. Lepagean fovm, lagrangian, Eulev-Lagvange fovm, jet pvolongation 
of a vectov field, vaviation, vaviational function, extremal, first variation 
formula. 
MS c la s s i f i ca t i on . 58 E 99, 49 F 05. 
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3. LEPAGEAN FORMS AND THE FIRST VARIATION 
In Parts 1 and 2 of this work we have developed the basic theory of odd base 
differential forms, and the theory of horizontal and contact forms on a fibered 
manifold; some other adequate references to these topics are e.g. [ 4] , [ 7] , and 
[ 9] . In this part of the work we begin to study the calculus of variations of 
differential odd base forms on a fibered manifold. Our goals in the next sections 
are the following: 
(1) To explain the theory of Lepagean differential odd base forms which 
constitute, in our opinion, an adequate fundamental concept for geometrization of • 
the classical calculus of variations. These forms allow us to investigate the 
*) This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for 
publication elsewhere. 
**) Parts 1 (Odd base forms) and 2 (Differential forms on jet prolongations of 
fibered manifolds) of this work have been published in Arch, Math. (Brno), (3), 
(-0 22 (1986). 
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invariant, coordinate-free structure of the calculus of variations, to generalize 
/ 
the main concepts, methods, and results of the classical theory to higher order 
variational problems in many independent variables, and to extend them to a wider 
class of underlying spaces - smooth manifolds and fibered spaces, 
(2 ) To describe geometrically variations of sections of a fibered manifold, and 
their prolongations to higher order jet prolongations of this fibered manifold; to 
derive, with the help of a Lepagean form and the exterior derivative operator, the 
global first variation formula. These considerations lead naturally to a global 
notion characterizing the extremals - the Euler-Lagrange differential odd base 
form. 
Our exposition is based on a nbn-standard understanding of the so called 
second Lepage9s congruence for the first order variational problems on Euclidean 
topological spaces [ 43] , the "congruence mysteriense de Lepage" [ 20, p. 152] , and 
differs from the other authors in many respects, We see the meaning of the second 
Lepage's congruence in its relation to the first variation formula. Following [9] 
(see also [ 7] and [ 8] ) we introduce a Lepagean form as a differential n-form on 
the 3-jet prolongation of a fibered manifold with n-dimensional base, whose 
exterior derivative defines, in a sense to be precised below, the correct "infini-
tesimal first variation formula". Then using an analogue of the first Lepagean 
congruence we define a Lepagean equivalent of a lagrangian X of order r as a 
Lepagean form p "variationally equivalent" with X, i.e, such that the integral 
variational functionals defined by p and X, coincide. 
From now on, Y denotes a fixed fibered manifold with base X and projection n, 
and we set n - dim X9 m - dim Y - ni% Notations of Sees. 2.1 - 2.4 concerning jet 
prolongations of a fibered manifold, horizontal and cdntact forms, are used. In 
order to simplify the language, we mean by a {differential) form, when there is 
no danger of confusion, a differential odd form, a differential odd base form, 
or an (ordinary) differential form; the exact meaning will usually be clear from 
the context. We note that in general, there is no need to suppose that X is 
orientable; if X is orientable and its orientation has been chosen, differential 
odd forms, and differential odd base forms are canonically identified with 
(ordinary) differential forms (see Sec. 1.1). The reader who wishes to work with 
oriented X9 may simply omit the factor "cp" in all the local formulas below, and 
think of the "forms" as "ordinary forms". 
3.1. Lepagean forms. We start by a simple lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a fibered manifold with base S and projection T, let E, be 
a vector field. There exists a i-yrojectable vector field H on P whose projection 
is £, i.e. TT . H = £OT. 
Proof. Let (V ,4> ), 4> = (x ,z/a), u €E I, be fiber charts on P, defining an 
L L* 1/ w U 
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a t l a s , (U ,cp ) , cp = (x ) , the a s s o c i a t e d charts on S. Let (X ) , u G j > be a 
l o c a l l y f i n i t e p a r t i t i o n of u n i t y , subord ina te to the covering (y ) of P. Let £ = 
= £, ( 3 / d # , ) be the expres s ion of £ with re spec t to (u >cp ) . We put H = 
= 1x^^(31dx1^) (summation over L and t ) ; H i s a vec tor f i e l d on P, Expressing H 
with r e spec t to a f iber c h a r t (v,<\>) such tha t only f i n i t e l y many funct ions x d o 
not van i sh on V, we e a s i l y obta in tha t H i s T -pro j ec tab le and i t s T -pro jec t ion 
i s £. 
^ s+1 
Let s ^ 0 be an i n t e g e r , and l e t W C ,/ y be an open s e t . Reca l l tha t each 
e lement n ^ ft% , / ^ ) C£*n be un ique ly expressed i n the form n = En (summation 
tj Y _ (̂  
over q = 0 , 1 , . . . , p ) , where n = pQ(^)
 G ^ ^'^(JvO, pQ = h, and p (q > 1) i s the 
O-th c o n t a c t p r o j e c t i o n ( see 2 , 3 ) . 
•̂  a 
Let ( ^ , ( | J ) , 4> = ( # , # ) , be a f i b e r c h a r t on I . We denote as before 
( 3 . 1 . 1 ) o)Q = dx
] A . . . A dxn, 
a, = ( - D ^ " 1 ^ 1 A . . .A dr^"1 A 6x^ A . . .A dxrn, 
^ 




where 1 < i < n, 1 < a < m, 0 < k < s, V<- J*** •• *3j, - w. These forms are usually 
considered as defined on V . Denote by /!/(-/' ..,7,) the number defined by (2.2,10). 
s+1 d \ °k 
Theorem 3 . 1 . Let W C jsY be an open set, and let p ^l^(W). The following five 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) n* 4 dp has the form 
s+1,s J 
( 3 . 1 . 2 ) 11* . dp = E + F, 
s+1,s J 
where E is a \-contaat, it -horizontal form, and F is a form of order of 
s+1, u 
constant > 2. 
(2) p-di* - dp) is a TI +1 -horizontal form. 
(3) For each n -protectable vector field E on W the form h(i„dp) depends on 
the %s ^-projection only. 
(4) For each n -vertical vector field H on W, h(i„dp) = 0. 
(5) For any fiber chart (7,4>), ^ = (xl,y°), whose associated chart on Xis(U,y)9 
^S + l <3P ^aS aYl exPress^on 
( 3 - 1 - 3 ) "2+ i .8 p = ' ® p o + v» 
where the order of contact of p (resp. v) is < 1 (resp* > 2), and 
(3.1.4) P0 = V 0 + £Zfa''
v''\...h*»i. 
where the components of pn satisfy 
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a/0 ť,j J 
(.3.1.5) - _ _ - d./ - f = 0, 
a f 0 _ . J-'óV"úk _ 1 „,. • 1 Jk>J\'"jk-\ 
dy°. • 
3 \ ' " 3 k 
- d . f 1 K -ÍMJ...JJL,. •—ď' 
+ : f 
" iV(j2--«Jfe) a 
C yÜ2',
џQk 
) = 0, 2 < fc < s, 
ә ^ o 1 N / i з8^лЗy Q 
дĄ J 
аTì ^ j r . . j s + 1 ) ( f f ( t 7 . • )fa 
1 s 
+ + — J / r , t 7 2" , J s+n _ 
- ^'2-Vi
)c 
Proof. Let (P,(|>), 4> = (x ,u ) , be a fiber chart on 7. The form TC* + 1 O has a 
o* I * o 
unique expression (3.1.3) (Theorem 2.6), and p has a unique expression (3.1.4). 
(3 .1 .6 ) * * .+ 1 > sdP 0 = 
l9/0 , Á ° fdf° J ><?1 / A o á. / co + d.f -f u. 
'1 
č,dd /o **ó\'~h 
W- . к=г \ъÿ>. 
_! / W 2 - ^ o /_£_ 
ir.jkro JJ
 ujr..jk ^\dyo^ 
+ яu. 
J\'"3S+\ 
- -L IKj ...j ) ( . 1 . / s + 1 , ; / l " " ^ + . . . 
1 / l » ^ 2 - - - J S + A rO 1 . 
8 • ij,...3j. 
* ZZPidf 1 ') A £ j A a,., 
fc=0
 0 Jr . .Jfe
 1 
i, 
where cî  stands for the formal derivative with respect to x (Sec. 2.2), and we 
have used (2.3.20) and (2.3.31). 
By definition, the 1-contact form Pi(it* + 1 0^p) is equal to E in (3.1.2), and 
i s' *, s 
is precisely, up to the factor <p, the 1-contact term in (3.1,6), Thus conditions 
(1), (2), and (5) are equivalent. 
Let H be a it. -p reject able vector field on IV, and let 8 be any i t . -
o U o + I , o 
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-protectable vector field on W' = n~ .. (w) whose it A -projection is E (Lemma J s+1,s s + 1 -fl 
3.1). We have h(i„dp) = fc(ic* - i~dp) = hU^*'. dp) (1.3.22). Applying .(1.3.6) 
n s+1 ,s n t) s+l ,s 
we get at once that (3) is equivalent with (5). If H is it -vertical we proceed 
in the same way, and we get that (4) is equivalent with (5). This proves Theorem 
3.1. 
A form p £ ft (W), satisfying one of the equivalent conditions (l) - (5) of 
Theorem 3.1, is called a Lepagean form. 
Corollary 1. Let p £ ft (W) be a Lepagean form, 
(a) If v £ ft (W) has the order of contact > 2> then p + v is Lepagean. 
(b) If r\ ^IP(W) is a closed form, then p + n is Lepagean. 
Corollary 2. (a) Let p ^IT'(W) be a Lepagean form. Suppose that P ̂ %+\ S ^ P )
 = 
s+1 -1 * 
= 0. Then to each point J y E n (W) there exists a Lepagean form p*, 
x . s+1,s 
defined on a neighborhood of J y, such that 
x 
(3 .1 .7) h(p) = f x (p ' ) , dp ' = 0. 
(b) Let r > s, W' = u~1 (/V), and let p G7P(W)9 p* e ? p ( i V ' } be Lepagean forms. 
Suppose that P„(TI* dp) = p„(i.* „ d p ' ) . Then to each point J y £ TC , . (&!*') r r r 1 r+1 3 s
 r 1 r+]^r 1 .r r+1 ,r 
there exists an (n-\)-form n., defined on a neighborhood of J y9 such that 
(3 .1 .8) « p ) - h(p') = h(dn). 
Proof, (a) I f P / i t g + i s dp) = 0 , then n*+1 dp = P = P 2 ^ * + 1 S^P> + ••• 
+ Pn+'\(^%+y S ^ P ) «
 L e t ^,r+1Y G TCs+1 s ^ b e a P o i n t » Since dP = 0, there e x i s t s a 
' . ' s + 1 
form n , de f ined on a ne ighborhood of J y9 whose order of con t ac t i s > 1, such 
that F = dn (Theorem 2 , 7 ) . We s e t p' = it* p - n. p' i s def ined on a ne ighbor-
s+1 S + 1 , S 
hood of ^ y, and we have dp' = E+F-F = 0 ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) ; i n p a r t i c u l a r , p' i s 
Lepagean. Moreover, h(p ) = ^(n* p) s i n c e n i s a con t ac t form. Th is proves 
s+i s 
(3.1.7). 
(b) By hypothesis, p.(it* , d(p' - it* o)) = 0. Thus, locally, h(p' - it* 0p) = i z T i ,x rfs r,s 
= h(p"), where dp" = 0 (this Corollary, (a)). Writing p" = dn we get (3.1.8). 
We note that relations (3.1.5) contain formal derivatives of functions, defined 
Ts+1 
on an open set in J Y; since these formal derivatives are, by definition, 
s+2 
functions on an open set in J Y, depending polynomially on certain variables, 
conditions (3.1.5) split into a rather complicated system of equations for the 
components of pn and their derivatives. One could write down these equations 
explicitly; we shall study them however, in the next section in a simpler way. 
Convention 3.1. Symmetrization in the indices jo«...,jV is denoted by placing 
parentheses around these indicess that is, by writing (j >.. .Jt/V). Latery in non 
standard situations when this notation is not possible3 we shall use another one. 
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Conditions (3.1.5) can be expressed in a recurrent way as follows: 
1 ^ U* 3 A* • • 3 1. A 
<3-1-9> « n — h — \ ? 
84.1-fc 7 дf 
= E E (-1) т-r- V-= г-d. .. .d . °-
Ł-o v,...,.i. "^' i-Vi-V гl ń -.•••••'- • '; • - • - ьbx...òkiy..iь 
+ / í c - V - l м +
s + 1 -* ( _ 1 ) ř d > d > /Иг-Vг-Vi 
0 Z=1 i , , . . . ^ г1 г i a 
2 < k < s + i , 
J'l S í. 1 ә / o 
fo =E . -- . ( - 1 ) ^ І . . . M - ^ o 
fc0 г i г г 1 1 l 1 ř ðì/Vг-гf 
s i vvi--гVi 
+ E . E .(-D\ . . .d^ a
г 1 1 l \ l-'\ h i 
^k'^1 * * ' ^k-1 
where £7 are some functions such that 
a 
ro < «„> ( ^ k ^ ' r - - ^ k - i } 
(3.1.10) £ = 0 . 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . J / p £ P. (&t) ^ s Lepagean, then the (n+\)-form Ey defined by 
(3.1.2) is expressed^ in terms of the fiber chart (Vy<\>)3 by 
(3.1.11) E = E 9 ® (wa A a) ) , 
a 0 
(3.1.12) £ =—-Q-+ E E (-1T , „ . 1 . ,d. ...d. Q  
a ^ a 7 , . . / V H , . . ^ 7 ; t 4 ^7 ̂  a 3u i=1 i . , , . . ^ 1 I \ I By. 
I v> I* A . • . I* -I 
df0 S+1 L °A) 
= —£+ E ( - D m . . . d . ——-2 
dy° Z=1 t1 n 3i/a. 
(summation over i £ , . , < t ) . Jn particular, the (n+\)-form E depends on h(p) = 
= /0,<p ® w0 Onlz/. 
PrOO/. Th is fo l lows from ( 3 , 1 . 9 ) and ( 3 . 1 . 6 ) . 
The (n+1)-form ( 3 . 1 . 1 1 ) i s c a l l e d the Euler-Lagrange form of the Lepagean form 
p. The components £_. ( 3 . 1 , 1 2 ) of the Euler-Lagrange form are c a l l e d the Euler-
-Lagrange expressions r e l a t i v e t o t he f i b e r c h a r t (V3<\>). 
3 , 2 , Lagrangians and t h e i r Lepagean e q u i v a l e n t s . Let W c / y be an open s e t . An 
element A € ft (W) i s c a l l e d a lagrangian (of order r) f o r Y. Let 8 > 0 be an 
— 1 i n t e g e r , and put W' = n (W) i f 8 > r3 or J/' = n (f/) i f s < r . A Lepagean form 
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p GjpiW') such that X = h(p)9 is called a Lepagean equivalent (of ovdev s) of X. 
In this definition of a Lepagean equivalent we have applied our notational 
convention on protectable forms (Sec. 2.2). 
Each Lepagean form p is a Lepagean equivalent of a unique lagrangian X;. 
obviously, X = /z(p). 
If a lagrangian X of order v is not % -projectable, then the order of any 
r,r-1 
Lepagean equivalent p of X is > v - 1; this follows from the condition X = ri(p); 
On the other hand, if p is a Lepagean equivalent of X of order s and n is any 
s+1 
n-form on J Y whose order of contact is > 2, then it*+1 sp + r\ is a Lepagean 
equivalent of X of order s + 1 (Corollary 1 to Theorem 3.1). 
Our main problem to be considered in this section is the problem of existence 
of Lepagean equivalents. According to Theorem 3.1 we may restrict ourselves to 
searching them among forms whose order of contact is <. 1. 
Convention 3.2, Let (F,4>), <\> = (x%>yQ)> he a fibev ohavt on r, f : V - R a 
s 
function* The partial devivatives df/dy0* #t^« ,, wheve 2 < k < s, j ^ <...< j-,, will 
also be denoted by df/dy 3 wheve (p-,...,?*) is any pevmutation of 
P1 • • • Pk ' K 
W - » • • • >̂ r-) • 
In the following theorem we consider Lepagean equivalents of order s > 2v -1 
of a lagrangian of order r. 
~n 
Theorem 3.2. Let W be an open set9 let X £ Q (W) be a lagvangian. Let 
~n -1 
p € a (Wf)< wheve s > 2v - 1 and W1 = it0 „(W)3 be a fovm whose ovdev of contact is 
< 1. The following two conditions ave equivalent: 
(1) p is a Lepagean equivalent of X. 
-7 O* 
(2) Fov any fibev chart (y,(j>), <\> = (x 3y ),, with associated ohavt (£/,$) on X3 
p = (p ® p . wheve 
(3.2.1) ^ 1 j 8 P 0 = H
 + ( j 0 ^ a '
J l , , , , 7 % - 1 . . . t ; - k )
A V 
L t s defined %by the ohavt expvession 
(3.2.2) X = Ly ® w , • 
and theve exist functions q ; V -+ R suoh that 
i ' i . at j > j ' i 
(3.2.3) x0 - —— ~ V «
 j 
1 Pk'3\'"3\-\ 1 / 9L , f,3\'"a\ 
^ • • • - f c 
+ £ ' , 2 <. k < .r 
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Jk^V^k-y 1 p^V^k ák*3vck-\ 
)fn - ~'TJ(n _^<i.1d<ifn + ^ n i N(J^...Jk_ìУa ' 'N(Jv..Jk)г
Jo 
r + I S I: á 8, 
7 в + ľ J Г ' , J 8 < 7 s + 1 " Y , , < 7 s 
N(ji...j)
Jo ~ *o 
I s 
and 
( ^ J - . - . J - . ) 
( 3 . 2 . 4 ) g * = 0. 
y a 
Proof. 1, Suppose t h a t p i s Lepagean. S i n c e the order o f c o n t a c t of p i s < 1, 
n* 9 -p = <p ® P n j where ( 3 , 1 , 5 ) tiolds. The c o n d i t i o n h(p) = X g i v e s / = L, and 
we get n5 + 1 S P i n the form (3,2 ,1 ) .Decompos ing now the f u n c t i o n s 
( \/N(j .. . j , _ 1 ) ) f -
,«71- • »J* i n t o the symmetric and complementary p a r t s , we o b t a i n 
( 3 . 2 . 3 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 4 ) from ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) . 
2 . I f ( 2 ) h o l d s , we o b t a i n (1) from Theorem 3 . 1 , ( 5 ) . 
Remark 3 . 1 . Cond i t ions ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) are a p a r t i c u l a r case o f ( 3 , 1 , 9 ) . This imp l i e s 
( s e e j i n ( 3 . 1 . 9 ) ) t h a t they cannot be s a t i s f i e d , for a general l a g r a n g i a n X o f 
order r, u n l e s s s > 2r - 1 . For s = 2r - 1 c o n d i t i o n s ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) can be expressed i n 
a recurren t way as fol lows: 




r-k 7 1 
= E E ( - 1 ) ^ - 7 - ^ 7-\d. ...d. -L-. 
"7-0 v *• N(á....ó_i....in) i ' " i 7 0 
7 - 0 ^ v . . . y ^ ^ " 1 °k 1 l 1 £ a ^ f 
0 y O ý - y . ^ i 
0-1.3 0 <• • • tlV_i -""^ 7 ' z ' 7 .»«7 1»«.«7i /
z ' i , . . ' z ' 7_i 
+ .70
 + A . E • ( _ 1 ) di.'~di,g° 
2 S H r, 
. > « - i г . , , , . , г 7 1 />• 
J 1 r - 1 7 i ^ r 
/ = E E ( - D 77F 1-7 r y Z . . . . d . ~ 
7 = 0 ^ ^ . . . . , ^ 7 1 fe 1 7 1 7 9 2 / . . 
. 0 y* y • • ^ 7 
+ E E ( - D Z a \ . . . d . a Z 1 1 Z " 1 . 
- 7 4 * v ^ 4 ^ -* a 
7 = 1 ^ 1 , . . . , ^ 7 1
 7 
We shall now discuss some particular cases. 
Let us suppose that dim X - n = 1, and introduce the following notation. Let 
(V^), <|> = (tyq ), be a fiber chart on Y, (F.ili), <b = U,O sq° . ,.., 9q, ) the 
s a o 
associated chart on J Y. We denote a,
 v









f c + 1 )
A. 
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The formal derivative with respect to t will be denoted by d/dt. Since every 
1-dimensional manifold is orientable, we may restrict ourselves to (ordinary) 
forms. 
Corollary 1... Suppose that dim X = 1. Then each lagrangian X £ fty(JY) has a 
1 Ir— 1 
unique Lepagean equivalent p. This Lepagean equivalent belongs to ft?• - (J Y), 
_. TV 
and for any fiber chart ( t^tv)* <\> = (£,O )_, on Y, 
r - 1 / r - 1 - k - ,Z a r \ 
(3.2.7) o = Ldt + E E (-D ^T—^ K k V 
k=oVl=o *l*?lM.J <« 
where X = Ldt. 
1 s Proof. Let p £ ft (J Y) be a Lepagean equ i va len t of X. Then l o c a l l y , 
(3.2.8) .*+l j8P = I<ft+ J / o
k + % ) -
( j ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (.7 + 1) 1 < c , < s 
a<7(D 
- • • —i^-—> 1 - W . S - + 1. 
Since 9L/dOvs) = 0 for s > r , s u b s t i t u t i n g t h i s express ion i n ( 3 . 2 , 8 ) we get 
( 3 . 2 . 7 ) . S ince the chart expres s ion of p i s determined un ique ly , p i s g lobal ly 
w e l l - d e f i n e d . 
Remark 3 . 2 . I f r = 1 , ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) i s u s u a l l y c a l l e d the Carton form, with re ference 
to [ 17] ; the same form had been used e a r l i e r i n a n a l y t i c a l mechanics ( see 
Wh ittaker [ 5 3 ] ) . For general r% ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) appears i n the papers by Gelfand and D ik i i 
[32] and Sternberg [50] ( see a l s o Dedecker [23] and the references t h e r e i n ) . 
The fo l lowing two c o r o l l a r i e s are concerned with the case when r = 1 and nfm 
re arb i t rary . 
C o r o l l a r y 2 , Each lagrangian of order 1 X £ !P(W) has a unique Lepagean 
A 
equivalent p of order 1 whose order of contact is £ .1, For any fiber chart (Vfi<]>)9 
<l> = (x »y )j with ([/,<p) the associated chart on X* p is expressed by p = q> ® pQ> 
where 
(3. 2.11) pQ = Lu>0 + — - aj A ax£, 
and X = L, (p ® O)Q . 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.2. 
By Theorem 3.1 
( 3 . 2 . 9 ) г
( s + 1) _ ÒL 
Ә 4 ( s + 1 ) 
Hence 
( 3 . 2 . 1 0 ) m
 S+1~Ј' " i Г j ; = E (-D -
a 7-n 
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"""n 7̂2 1 
N o t i c e t h a t f o r n E J. (Y), t h e l a g r a n g i a n h(n) e fiy(J 7) i s a m u l t i l i n e a r 
"J* rt 
expression in y°. for any fiber chart (V3(\>)9 ty = (
x >y )> on Y, and the form 
J 
it* n is a Lepagean equivalent of h(n). Thus the components of it* n can be 
1,° 4 # !»
J
 0 
obtained from h(n) by means of a differentation procedure with respect to y ., and 
<7 
the Lepagean equivalent it* n can be reconstructed from h(n). Generalizing this 9 ~n 1 
procedure to any lagrangian X £ fty(J -t*) we -obtain a new example of a Lepagean 
equivalent, differing from (3,2,11), 
i . v ^ i ^ 
In what follows, e * and E_- *' * «* are totally antisymmetric symbols, 
J 1• • •d k 
Lemma 3 , 2 , Le t p frg an n-form on Y. For any fiber chart (V3ty) 9 <\> = (x 3y ) 3 on 
Y it* p is expressed by 
1 ' ° afc 
1 _ _ 7 n n ( 3 . 2 . 1 2 ) ÏÏ* p = Д d r Л...Лdx + £ 
Ә ^ 0 
! > 0 V ° *=i /<• _*,- , „. a i fc * = l ť l < - . < ^ c , l i . . . f a f c э l в в в Ә 
1 k 
r - 1 a r +1 ' ѓ - 1 a ѓ +1 
. d x Л...Лdx Лto ЛcZ_c Л...Лdx Лto Лăx Л...Лdx 3 
where f : F — 1? i s a function. 
Proof. 1. Let p be an . 
p has a un ique e x p r e s s i o n 
<2, a 
roof. 1. Let p be an n-form on I , (V3<\>), <|* = (x 3y ) 9 a f i b e r chart on 7. 
г 
( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) p = hQdx
X A . . .A dr" • E £ ^ £ - £ 5 * 1 . . . ; 0 . . . 0 -.* * A . . . 
k=l 1 n - k 1 fc 
£ , a Ojr 
...N dxn K N dy x N...N dy K3 
where h. . are f unc t ions on V9 ant isymmetric wi th r e s p e c t to 
^..^„-ko<i...ok 
i«3***3i _£j and wi th re spec t to a . , . . . , a , . The n-form TC* p has a un ique 
expres s ion 
. 3 . 2 . 1 4 ) п * y = gQdx Л . . . Л dx" + £ Щ ^ ѓ . . . . ѓ r f l . . .a^ 
^ 7 a - a 7 
A J « " * 1 * k 
.. .A ax A to A.. .A a) , 
where a- . * ' are f u n c t i o n s on V,. ant isymmetric w i th r e s p e c t to 
i.._i-».ji r,> and w i th r e s p e c t to a f . . . , a - . We s h a l l f i n d t h e r e l a t i o n s between 
the systems o f f u n c t i o n s hn9 h- > and gn9 g> • _ ^ . 
We s u b s t i t u t e to for dVa i n ( 3 , 2 , 1 3 ) and subs t r a c t the added terms. Let us 
compute the c o e f f i c i e n t at cir*'1 A...A dx ""* A coa1 A...A toa* , Th is c o e f f i c i e n t i s 
d e f i n e d by the summand 
1 * l in-k °l °k 
( 3 . 2 . 1 5 ) TTTZrTTTK' .-• ^ A. ••Ada? A to A...A to 
and the c o n t r i b u t i o n s from the summands 
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1 ^ 1 ^ 7,-7. a i 
( 3 . 2 . 1 6 ) fbI77T7ZZí7ITTlK' • áa? A. . .Adr A o> A . 
. . . A a) , Z = 1 , 2 , . . . 9n - k. 
Using the antisymmetry properties of the functions h • • we get for 
^ 1 • • • ''n -fc -/ ° 1 • • • Gk -H 
these contřibutions 
-k-l+l %n-k 
(3-2-17) (fc+z).!*-*-*)!^1) \ . . . v f t . . . V l . . , / ^ 
. d / 1 A . . . A í fa t ' n - f c " ř A a1 A . . . A U ° f c A d x V k " U l A . . . A < & » - * 
= ^ H Z 1 y l 
kiinn-k-Di iv..Vfc-i°r• • Y r • • YVfc-i+i'• Vfe 
i i - a a, 
.dr A...A dx n A u A...A u , Z = 1,2,... ,n - fc. 
Thus the coefficient antisymmetric in ̂ ^•••>^ ^ and in cy-,...,̂  equals 
• • „V ... 
'l—J„-fc-Z°l—Vl—V5n-ik-í+l 
_ 1 f-n** vl 
(3.2.18) fc!(n-fc)l ll(n-k-l)lhj...j ío,...o,vl...v,fy 
VZ Ji n̂-fe ...2/,- ev i • 
Notice that for Z = 0 this expression reduces to the coefficient in (3.2,15). 
Hence 
n-k , -.kl 
(3.2.19) g. . = E i,) l ^,h-
V--Vfc°r"°* Z=0 ř«ín-fc-l)lVl...Jn_fc_lo1...akv1...vr 
„Vl wvl ^1 V/c 
n̂-fc-Z+l n̂-fc vV^n-k 
For ̂ 0 we get from (3.2,13) 
(3.2.20) *„ = hQ + E mk^.hj\...j ^ . . . c / / .'/••2// ' 
í:=l 1 n-& 1 A: n-fc+1 n 
/l",,7'n 
These are the desired relations. 
2. Let (p-j...jP0)j (v-,...,v ) be any sequences such that 1 < p <«..< p < n, 
1 o J. S J. o 1 ̂  v„ <•••< v £ m3 and let (<7„....»<7 ) be the unique sequence such that 1 8 1 *̂ n~s 
1 ̂  c?1 <...< qn-s £ n and q^ # p. for all i and j;. thus (q^... j<7n_a) is tne 
complementary increasing sequence to (pl3.••^P0) in the sequence (l,2,...,tt). We 
shall show that 
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(3.2.21) ^ P -_L-a
q"~qn-s 
v., v s a.,. • •<? v „ , . ,v 
a 1 a s
 4 l w n - s 1' s 
V"%s 
where 
qi • • • V . q ns-in(n+l)+c/ + . . . +a - i s ( s + l ) 
( 3 . 2 . 2 2 ) 0
 2 n S = ( - 1 ) 2 1 n s 2 
(no summation i n ( 3 . 2 , 2 1 ) ) . 
Write ( 3 . 2 . 2 0 ) i n the form 
( 3 . 2 . 2 3 ) g = h + _ 7 , / 7 , t r z . . z /
1 . . | / / e 1 # *' n " f c 1 # " k . 90 0 fc=1 k!(n-k)!.Jl...V/ca1...a/l1 *lfc 
Since the coefficient at w
7
 ...W- is symmetric in [
7
1|,..,,[-kK we have 
k
 l i lfc \ l y vV 
( 3 . 2 . 2 4 ) - ^ _ = I : : m J c n * , 1 « - * - fc. 
P i P S 
V " Ч 
_(/l Л = g 1 (k\ 
v KУl'"УlJ L_ kl(n-k)l[s) * 
Jv-Jn-klVlkal o. Pí P 
« . e 6 . . . ó , s f i . . . 6 , 
Jl—5n-*al—°fc vl h l 
/.+1 % = Y 1 
s 
J i—Vв-гPi—Vi— г г °i „°г 
Уi •••Уi 
I " " » - 8 - Î ' I ' " V I " , , I i г 
z, -- n—G — c j. tj j. Í. j. 
t/\...<7 7v ...v a ...a ^
 % m * y i 
But 
r- o «i 3_'~1n-a-iPl"*eL-"'h , ..at h'"3\-s-liVilpV "p8 
(3.2.25) e = (-1) ,e = 
, ..el ^"''n-s-l^l-'h qi"-qn-sPl'"Ps 
= (-1) .e E 
V - V-e 
(no summation), and 
(3.2.26) e 1 n8^1 8 = (-1) Vl) \..(-D a = 
ns-p -p -..,-p -l-2-...-s ns-p -...-p -(l/2)s(s+l) 
= (-D 1 2 8 = ( - 1 ) 1 s 
so that 
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, , , , , . , h—in-a-TPl~*eiV"il , ' , s l «V%-S h"^n-e-i
Cl'"it K3.Z.Z7) e = ( - 1 ) mo . e . . 
V - V s 
Substituting these expressions in (3.2,24) we obtain 
a g ns q ,. %q 
(3.2 .28) _ 2 _ = E - _ i - _ - ( - x j ^ e 1 -
•8j/-...3l/a i=0 
Pi P8 . 
. ' i - W i - ^ a i a* 
' i " ' W i V " V i - f f j « i - V s S % 
(no summation over q19... »<?n_g.) • Comparing this result with (3,2,19) we get the 
formula 
(3.2.29) 2 = .Lc 1
 n s
g 
V„ V SI y<7. . . . O V„ • • .V 
9j/1...92/
s " n_s - s 
Pi Pa 
(no summation). 
3. Let (plt)... ,P/C),(v1,... jV^)^ and (O^,... W n-^) be as above. Using (3.2.22) 
we easily get 
p - 1 v p +1 p - 1 v p-+l 
( 3 . 2 . 3 0 ) dx A . . . A c£r X A OJ X A i c ! A...A dxK A u> A <£r A...A dx" 
V ' - V k 1 Pi"1 P l + 1 p k - 1 pk+ 1 
= <? dx A...A dx A dx A...Adx. A dx A 
V1 v k V - ' < V k ?i ?n-fc
 V1 v k 
A u ^ . . . A a) K = c? -1 n Kdx XA.. .A dr n *A u -1 A . . .A u * . 
(no summation). Let us con s ider the form p ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) . x j QP ( 3 . 2 . 1 4 ) can be 
un ique ly expressed by 
1 n n °'l J'k 1 
( 3 . 2 . 3 1 ) x* np = fdx
LA...A dxn + E E E f „ <fc A . . . 
% 1 »° ° k=i j < - . . < J V a < . . . < a . a r - - a k 
'1 ^ ,  
J l < . . . t ; f e a 1 < . . . < a f e 
J . - 1 aj_ ^ + l І Г 1 o., j .,+1 4/.J-X u - t / i
x - - «y^ -- w ^ °k u 
...A dx A a) A _r A...A _r A a> ' A dx A...A dx . 
Obviously / = g , Thus, u s i n g ( 3 . 2 . 3 0 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 2 9 ) we get 
1 n n J ' l J'fc 
( 3 . 2 . 3 2 ) x* n p = fdx A...A dx + E E E / . 
1-° ° fc=lJ1<...<Jfca1<...<ak
 a r - ' a k 
t , . ,-£ « -£ t -, a a. 
. c 1 " cfc 1 A . . . A _ "~* A u A . . .A u K , 
where (i ,..,,£ .) is the unique increasing sequence, complementary to 
0'-_....,jV) in the sequence (l,2,...,n). Obviously 
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( 3 . 2 . 3 3 ) g. . = c <n f1 K 
V-'Vfc 0 !"* 0 * ffi---°k 
so t h a t 
,, , . . . i H—V* _ i_/vh _ *kfo 
( 3 . 2 . 3 4 ) fc.e <? ^ , a , . . . o , " fc!^,...a i " - V k " i " * u f c . л * u i " - " k ffi °fc 
oy • ...ay. 
31 Зk Now ( 3 . 2 . 3 1 ) i s w r i t t e n i n the form 
n - 0....0 
( 3 . 2 . 3 5 ) it* h p = fndx
XA...A dx" + E E E r i / 1 *cfc1 A 
1 , 0 ° H^.^Oj ak
kl °l'~ak 
3X-1 a 1 jx+l j k ak j f e + l n 
. . . A dx A u A dx A . . .A dx A m A dx A . . .A dx 
= / ^ A . - . A d x n + E E E — r - 5 — r - &*1 A 
0 * = i 3<..'.<o\ a - , . . . , a , a i a
 a k 
" l fc 1* k dy . ...dy. 
°1 °k 
e l ! " 1 °, «/1
+1 V 1 a k V 1 n 
. . .A ax A a) A dx A...A da: A a) A dx A...A ax . 
Th is proves our a s s e r t i o n . 
~~n 1 
Coro l lary 3 . Let X £ fl (J 7) .be a lagvangian. Theve exists one and only one 
* . i a 
Lepagean equivalent p of X such that fov any fibev ohavt (V,<1>), <|> = (x 3y ) , 
with the associated ohavt (U3y) on X> p = ^ ® p , wheve 
n Ji 
( 3 . 2 . 3 6 ) prt = Lai + E E ^
 L 
felii<M,<Vi °t au!1...*y°k 
v\ vk 
1 V 1 a l V 1 V 1 °k V 1 n 
. dx A...A dx A a) A dx A. . .A dx A a) A dx A . . . A dx . 
and L ^s defined by the ohavt expvession X = L. <p ® w . 
Pvoof. By Theorem 3 .1 and Theorem 3.2 i t i s enough to show that the form 
<P ® Pn ( 3 . 2 . 3 6 ) i s g l o b a l l y w e l l - d e f i n e d . The p roof i n v o l v e s e s s e n t i a l l y the 
Lap lace ' s theorem on expans ion of a determinan t , and i s i n fac t e lementary; we 
s h a l l p r e s e n t i t here for the sake o f comp l e teness . 
Let (7,<|>) be as above, and l e t ( 7 , <|>), (|> = (x 3y°)f be ano ther f i b e r c h a r t , 
with the a s s o c i a t e d chart (7l,"<p) on X. Using ( 1 . 2 . 5 ) , ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) , ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) and 
( 3 , 2 . 3 0 ) we o b t a i n , wi th the obvious n o t a t i o n 
skz i h"1 _vi Ji*1 
( 3 . 2 . 3 7 ) E E v — dx A . . . A d x A u> A dx 
j l ' dk 
Jk"1 - V k ^ ' k + 1 W2 
A . . . A dx K A u KA dx K A . . . A dx" = 
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-detяфғ1. • г Ľ ű
1 - v 1 V 1 - Л - 1 V 1 - " 
• í i < " , < 4 a i ck 
ә*_ a/'1 asř'* pi"'ph-1W1'''ph-lPh*1'"pn 
T " . є i a . °. г , ł". 1 . . .S - 1 8 + 1 . . . 8 . - 1 8 . + 1 . . . П 
З ÿ i
1 . . . 3 ÿ / t e 1 ð x f c . - - k fe 
г i гfe 
_ 1 _ j i _ 1 _« l i + 1 JгГ1 Jь+1 _ -
ðx 1 ðx •*• ðx x ðx * ðx к Ъx1 
P " * * P . P . * * * P P *•* P * 
e x 1 a x ^ - ^ x ^ 1 a / - - - 1 * . ^ 1 ax" 
1 S l " 1 S l + 1 ^ k " 1 S k + 1 
. cir A . . . A d_c A cfcc A . . . A _£r A __r A . . . A _£c A 
CTl A A " * 
• a) A . . . A co ^ 
where ( 1 , . . . , s - l , s + 1 , . . . , s , - l , s , + 1 , . . . , n ) i s the unique increas ing sequence 
de f ined as a permutat ion of ( p - _ , . . . »Pj,1_,i»Pj
#
1+i»« •• »Pj f c - l»
p j + l ' - , - ' P r z ) ' T h i s 
express ion takes the.form 
/ 1 . . . J - 1 j +1...J" - 1 L + l . . . n 
( 3 . 2 . 3 8 ) det Dcpcp"1. E E - [ Z c 1 X * * 
s ^ - . X s - . a 1 , . . . , a - c W ^ . . . ^ 
1 . . . S - 1 s + 1 . . . S - 1 S-+1.. .M Jc_ 
1 1 k k 3 i 
° i °fe 
Ъy X...Ъy к 
Ч «k 
JL V " fe ð д . 1 ðд? * 
• ^ ! ^ . . . ^ г •'• _Ą 
ðд; ð# 
P_.• •P . - . -^ .+r• • ? „ , - i V 1 ' ' * " ax1 • *_•- a_ 
. e 
j / ^ 1 J/JL+I 
'1 s - 1 s 1 + l . . . s , - l 8-+1. . .П p- p . . - _ _ . . _ . . . _ , _ . . . . _ . . . , . a / 1 a / i 1 . i a / i 1 + i 
.-•l/f1 a -
J ' fe + 1 ' - n \ . e-1 o s + 1 
. . . - - - - 5 L . . . Í _ L - ] d x 1 A . . . A _ x X A u ^ d x 1 
a*-'--1 a/-ř*+1 a _ 7 
s - 1 a, s , + l n 1 
A...A dsc A w A dr A...A _& = det £<pq> . 
l . . . _ V - l J - + 1 . . . J V 1 JV+1...П 
E E í 2_ ö г X Л fe 
s 1 < . . . < s ^ a l Э . . . ,cт-. W'i<-«-<^/^ 
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1 . . . S - 1 s + 1 . . . S - - 1 s - + l . . . n _kr 
.o X 1 k ks . 7 d L 
Í ? l < ' - - % Ә 2 /
 1 . . . ö y k 
1l Яk 
\-\j_t dl\ Pl-'-\-^--\-l\"-''Pn 





_ 1 Л+1 
Эa: K дx K 
> 
ðaľ 
Әaľ әЛ" 1 эЛ+ 1 Ji*-1 ә/^+ 1 ðaľ 
- s - 1 o . s +1 s , - l a, s , + l 
. Oie A . . . A Oir x A w X A dx L A . . . A Oir K A u *A O3a: K A . . . A O_c . 
Let us consider the determinants 
% , . , -£ J 1 ___7 k — « I 1 1 _ « 7 ^ 
( 3 2 3 9 ) e 1 # " ^ 9 a : dff _ 9(a: , . . . ,a: ) 
q V q k ï l '" ïk ~ q-\ qk ' 
1 * ôo: -1 ôa; 3(a: 1 , . . . , x K) 
\...vd XPJ +V..PJ _PJ + i . . . p n i J r
1 J1+1 
1 1 k k dx dx dx 
1 . . . S - 1 s , + l . . . s , - l . s 7 + l . . . ř i ~ p , ' " p . . p . -
1 _ X ќ fe Әx X Ә x ^ " 1 э / ^ + 1 
ðaľ ðaľ ða: 
ôa: "* dx dK dx 
! -jг1 Л + 1 Л" 1 Л + 1 
- дva? , . . . ,aľ ,aľ , . . . ,aľ ,aľ 
a , i V
1 si+1 V 1 V 1 
0\«X/ •,*••*, a: j x 5 • • • 5 a: «,a: ,••••, a: j 
C o n s i d e r i n g t h e f i r s t one a s t h e a l g e b r a i c complement o f t h e s e c o n d we g e t 
«/,+ . . . + J . + 8 + . . . + S a , - '
7 l - J f e . 
( 3 . 2 . 4 0 ) E ( - D X k X n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 
^ - ^ ate*1,...,/*) 
a r l -V
1 -^ 1 -V 1 -^ 1 -n, 
ola : ^ . . . ^ a : ,a? , . . . ,a? , x , . . . , # ) _ 
s - 1 s +1 s - - 1 s - + 1 
~, 1 1 1 k k n. 
o \X j . •. ,a. ,a; , • • • «,a: ,a: • • •. ,a: / 
/ — ± /г^Л-V1 Л"XЛ V1 
_ o \<£ , . » • ,a_ ?a? ,a : « . « « , a : <.a: 3 ^ _ . . » _^ ^ . 
1 s - 1 3 , e +1 s - - l O- s - + l ' 
~ , 1 1 U 1 k Hk k n . 
o\ ,a_ 5 . . »» ,a : 9a: ^a: .,... ,a: 9a: . „ , • * • ,a: .) 
t h i s e x p r e s s i o n v a n i s h e s w h e n e v e r ( O , , . . . ,<? ) # ( s .,.,. , 5 , ) , and i s e q u a l t o 
1 1 n 1 rC 
d e t D^p""1 i f (<? , . . . , < ? , ) = ( s , . . . , s - ) . S i n c e by ( 3 . 2 . 2 2 ) 
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r- - A,. 1"-7'i"1 V 1 " - ^ - 1 - V 1 - " - 1 - 8 ! - 1 V 
( 3 . 2 . 4 1 ) <2 c 
J 1 + - . - + 4
+ a l + " - + a k 
+ 1 . . . S - 1 fî.+l..,n 
fe fc 
= ( - 1 ) 
( 3 . 2 . 3 8 ) reduces to 
KkT 1 S 1 _ l a i S 1 + l 
( 3 . 2 . 4 2 ) E E p ^ — cfe A . . .A cir
 X A u A dx A . . . 
8 1 < . . . < 8 . , a._ ok ђ y l , џ џ д y k 
" I "k 
V 1 ak V 1 n 
. . . A dx A W A dx A...A ckc 
as d e s i r e d . 
Remark 3 . 3 . The form ( 3 . 2 . 1 1 ) f i r s t appeared as one element o f t h e family of 
forms i n t r o d u c e d by Lepage [43] i n h i s theory o f g e o d e s i c f i e l d s . Th i s family was 
d e f i n e d by means of two congruences which have become known as the. first and the 
second Lepage*s congruneces% Later, the congruences of Lepage were i n t e r p r e t e d 
and g e n e r a l i z e d by Dedecker [25] , [21] , [24] ; he extended h i s approach a l s o to 
h i g h e r order v a r i a t i o n a l problems [ 2 0 ] . The c l a s s of problems he cons idered 
s u b s t a n t i a l l y d i f f e r s from t h a t one d i s c u s s e d i n t h i s work, which produces 
s e r i o u s d i f f i c u l t i e s i n comparing of the methods and r e s u l t s . For some s p e c i a l 
f i b e r e d man i fo lds , the form ( 3 , 2 , 1 1 ) was used by S n i a t y c k i [ 49] , Garcia and 
Perez-Rendon [31] ( s e e a l s o [ 2 9 ] ) , and Nono and Mimura [ 4 7 ] ; Goldschmidt and 
Sternberg [33] i n t r o d u c e d i t forma l ly by means of some geometric axioms. 
Lepagean e q u i v a l e n t ( 3 . 2 . 3 6 ) was i n t r o d u c e d i n d e p e n d e n t l y by Krupka [39] and 
Betounes [ 1 6 ] , [ 15] . I n our e x p o s i t i o n i n t h i s paper we have fo l lowed [ 39] , w i th 
the b a s i s o f forms (dx ,u ) i n s t e a d o f (dx ydy ) \ t h i s e n a b l e s us a d i r e c t 
comparison of the r e s u l t s of the above mentioned papers . 
Our d e f i n i t i o n o f a Lepagean form i s t aken from [9] ( s e e a l s o [ 7 ] ) ; an 
e q u i v a l e n t d e f i n i t i o n has been g iven by Mangiarott i and Modugno [ 4 4 ] , 
Remark 3 , 4 . R e s t r i c t i n g ourse lves i n ( 3 . 2 . 3 6 ) to terms of. order o f c o n t a c t < k 
we o b t a i n a n o t h e r Lepagean e q u i v a l e n t o f A. 
We s h a l l need the trans forma t ion formulas for the components of 1-contact 
n-forms. I n the f o l l o w i n g , obvious n o t a t i o n r e l a t e d t o f i b e r c h a r t s i s u s e d . 
Lemma 3 . 3 . Let (Vsty)9 <j> = (x
t
Jy
a)J and CV^)9 "cjJ - (x
1^)^ be two fiber charts 
on Yy and let n G ft ' (V ) and "n S ft > (v ) be two 1-contact forms expressed 
by 
• 3-1 г,сГ..«Ь, ст 
(3.2.43) л = Е Е п V . Л ш., 
| Г'1 /с=о а *1ш"°к г 
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_ s-1 __q,P1...pt__v / _ 
TI = E E n - oo A o o . 
UQ v Pl...pt q 
Then n = "n on V n ? £ / and onlj/ £ / s s 
. . . 9 ^ . 
, „„, ^v^k A fa
8'1 ' • Pi—Pz ax>-* 'P i—PE . 
(3.2.44) n = det(--). E E — 3 ; >\, 
0 S x Z=kp < . . .<p , 9wa. . 9 ^ v 
Proof. We have 
(3.2.45) » = i 7 5 = d e t ( ^ - - - i .«* = det(-j£) ^ a... 
<5 9/9-? ° 9 X ^ 8 / to 1 ° dX 9 ? * 
Applying th i s formula and Theorem 2.4, (2.38) we eas i ly get th is assertion* 
Now we take r = 2 and l e t n and m be a rb i t r a ry . 
Corollary 4. £aOh lagrangian of order 2 X € ?5̂ (iV) has a Lepagean equivalent 
whose order of contact is < 1. If (7,4?), (|* = ( ^ , z / a ) , is a fiber chart on Y with 
associated chart ([/, cp) On X and X is expressed by X = L. cp ® OJQ, then p = cp ® p n , 
where 
(3.2.46) pQ = La), ,n + E[Y. Ł - E зjir^d.-ЗŁ \ш* 
v _1 ӘL_ a 1 
L „,/ . .ч oj . Л o). , 
bya 
is such a Lepagean equivalent. 
Proof* By Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 there exists one and only one Lepagean 







i* CJ 1L "7 CT 1 1 
+ (/ o) + / a ) . ) A a)., and the components f ** satisfy the invariant conditions 
f->0 = -/v^; this is precisely cp <8> p (3.2.46). J o J a " / T - 0 
Remark 3.5. Lepagean equivalent (3.2.46) was derived by Krupka [9, p. 26] . An 
analogous form has been discussed by Dedecker [22] . 
Conditions (3.2.3) of Theorem 3,2 can be always satisfied locally, which 
ensures the existence of local Lepagean equivalents in the following sense. 
Corollary 5. Let X £ 7PUrY) be a lagrangian of order r3 (y,c|0, t|> = (x'
l,ya)y a 
fiber chart with associated chart (<7, cp) on X, let X = L. cp ® wn be trie £.zpress£On 
Of X /Or th i s fiber chart. We put 
(3.2.47) px y = v ® PQ, 
L% 
(v-l i»3v..3ka \ 
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V<7'_. ' -Vl ^ ' l - V l ' dL 
a ' KUyJri QyO . ' 
3X...3T 
3V,3\...3\ , NU...J )[ <-,3\...3\
y 
f =777^ = ^ M ~ d.f 1 k ) , 2 . < f c < r - 1, 
\3x-..3k 
/-- — -d.f'i. 
0 a„a * ° 
Then p v w a Lepagean equivalent of the restriction of X to V . 
Proof. Substituting (3.2.47) in (3.2.1) we obviously obtain a Lepagean 
equivalent of L.a ® u . 
0 
Relations (3.2.18) can be written in the form 
(3>2*48) .Mi-Wi)f° 
- *v • r (~1)l .: A - dL 
' 1=0 i ,...,i1 ^3\...3ki1...i.l)\'~
ah tf . . 
1' I ^ . . . . ^ . . . i -
2 <. k < r, 
7° 1=0 <,. . . . .<. ^ V - V * l * i * " i 
If we denote 
JiLt/- • • - J . - -, ^1<*3\%%*3]<-\ n n 
(3.2.49) P * 1 * X = „, . . . ,fK 1 * \ PL=fL9 
o /V ( j 1 . . . j - < _ < : L )
J a a . ° 
then the local Lepagean equivalent p v = <p ® p o f X g e t s t h e form 
( 3 . 2 . 5 0 ) p 0 = Lw0 + E PCT
 1 V -• A co. . 
0 0 fc=Q a «V
Jk * 
If p is any Lepagean equivalent of X whose order of contact is < 1, then by 
(3.2.5) and Theorem 3.2, (2) 
(3.2.51) p = QX y + cp ® vy j 
and VT- is given by 
r-1 •£</.,. ••<>/> n 
(3.2.52) v. = E Q V . A to. 3 
v k=o a ^r-v7* ^ 
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Зkэľ"эk-i эk'3ľ"эk-l 
r-k 7 ăi>з\...Q-Sл..Л1 , 
+ E E (-ìГd. ...d. - L x k x l x 
l = i - _ , . . . , i j %i ^ l a 
fl_ = E E . (-1)% . . . d . a 1 X k l l * , 
0 1 = 1 ^ , . . . , ^ * i n a 







 = 0. y
a 
We shall now show that if n -!= 1 and r > 2, then the local Lepagean equivalents 
(3.2.47) of a lagrangian do not necessarily define"a global differential form on 
J J, Following Kolar (private communication) we shall analyze transformation 
properties of the functions (3.2.49). For this purpose it is sufficient to 
consider the case r - 3 and ordinary differential forms, although the general case 
does not require additional, other than typographical, efford. 
Let ( V , ( | 0 , <\> = (x >y ), and (V,<[>), f = (x yy ), be two fiber charts. Denote by 
(-U, <*>.,_ co , to , and co the forms (3.1,1) related to the fiber chart (V,ib). Let 
0 Q p pq 
X E iJiiJ^Y) be a lagrangian. Consider the local Lepagean equivalents p = 




. - = 9 O^-, P„ = ~^QJ ( ^ + _ f ^ + if V / A »_. 
Using (2.3.8) and (3.2.45) we get on V C\ V 




U _ detf__-\.__L fi# £_L + pVP __£. 
.V ° W 9_̂  V
v
 92/°
 v a.0 
__J__Y) _° + (ji - detf-Š\ __L. f^P ____. + 
a.0 // V ° W a? Vv 9ž/° 
V i l a __ / £j k +.(dx\ dx*1 -apr 1 yyr \ 
мjJ Л ш_ 
By definition, cp ® (p - p
n
) is a Lepagean equivalent of the zero lagrangian. 
. i jk i j (i jk) 
Hence by Theorem 3,2 there exist functions q 3 and q * such that q ' = 0, 
g?>*} = 0, and 
(3.2.54) p ^ - det(f-A *L^>* - 1 ^E* = ^ J * 
Y__A 9___ t_<_- _____ -<7pr 9 V \ _ 
"W9^v
pv _• pv 8 o / -
p ^ _ d e t f* _£_ p-?P__£ + p<?P̂ _f__! = *-J _ d « W a V3-C/ ..-tj V v _ , a ""v -_ a / y a s y a 
° ^ 02 /«/ 
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š _ det(Ц ^ŁÍpЯÈMІ + ş P ^ E t p Ф r -!ľвi ) 
\Ч á?V V Э/ V Ъy° V ӘУ° 1 
d g a , i + d d 7 /
J ^ sacr s Kya 
Since 
(3.2 .55) JV = N(jk)^L^ **?-
sy°.h ty° a? a^ 
(symmetrization in J 3 k) and the f irst expression on the left is symmetric in i>3>K 
we have g * = 0. The second equality gives by a simple calculation 
(3.2.56) g ^ -= i d e t [ # \ [&- _££ - .*£. _ £ L ] f*P* = 
'* 2 WUwa^ aSPâ J v 
I det tó ----- Z 9 ^ ás£ - J j £ _ 9S-\p^7Pr 
W 9u
0 a^a?* a?? á^aS?" ^ / 
2 V d x l 9 / \ ^ ^ 9 ? 9 ^ 9 ^ a ? / v 
This expression is seen not to vanish unless additional assumptions are imposed 
on the lagrangian X,or on the topological structure of the manifold J, or both. 
Thus in general, ( p ® ( p - p ) * 0 , and the local Lepagean equivalents do not 
agree on intersections of coordinate neighborhoods. 
These remarks show that so far the problem of existence of a Lepagean 
equivalent of a lagrangian remains open; positive answer has only been given for 
a few particular cases. To obtain the fundamental existence theorem, notice that 
if for a lagrangian X C n (-TY) there exists a fiber chart (V3<\>) such that 
supp X C V j then by Corollary 5, or by (3.2.50), p can be extended to a 
global Lepagean equivalent of X by putting p, y - 0 outside ^or-l* ̂ e c a n n o w 
prove the following result. 
Theorem 3,3, Each lagrangian of order r has a Lepagean equivalent. 
Proof. Let (7 9<\> ), L C J, be fiber charts on Y3 defining an atlas, let 
((7) .Ob ) ) be the associated charts on J Y (see 2.1), We may suppose that (7 ) 
L S T L S . J rr L 
is a locally finite covering of Y. Let (x ), u C T, be a partition of unity, 
subordinate to this covering. Consider any lagrangian X £ ̂ (cT Y). For each L £ I, 
X,X is a lagrangian for which supp x A ̂  (V ) , where supp x \ is the support of 
X,X. Define a Lepagean equivalent p of x ̂  as the local Lepagean equivalent 
(3.2.47) on (7 ) , and the zero form outside (7 )~ -, and set 
L zr— -L L zr~ I 
(3.2.57) p = E p • 
L l 
We have i - ^ ^ d p = E ̂ r,2.r-l
dpL" S i n c e Pl(ll2r,2r-ldpL) i s «2r/o-
horizontal f ° r 
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each u, so is p (it* ^ p ) , and by Theorem 3.1, p is a Lepagean form. Moreover, 
h(p) = L*h(p. ) = Sx A = (Ex, )A = X, and p is a Lepagean equivalent of X. 
U ^ L 
The Lepagean equivalent constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.3 can be 
characterized more precisely. 
Theorem 3.4. Eaoh lagrangian X £ lP(JrY) has a Lepagean equivalent 
p €= ft (J 7) such that the following condition holds: To each point y £ Y 
there exists a fiber chart (7,cj>), cb = (x 9y )> at y for which p is expressed by 
(3.2.54), (3.2.55), where ^ ' ' • • • ^ - 1 _ 0 and tjie functions g ^
1 * - ^ * - 1 <fepen<f 0n 
i a a a _ 7 . -
* 3 2/ 32/-. 3.--32/.. . , s = 2r - fc - 1, OnZv. 
Proof. The proof consists in finding the expression of p (3.2.57) for a proper 
fiber chart. 
1. Let (V ,<!> ) , (x ) , X, and p be as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Expressing 
p with respect to (l!* ,i|> ) we obtain, with the obvious notation, p = cp ® p , 
L l» L * L L ) L , U 
where 
r-1 qq ...q 
(3.2.58) p n = X L u> , , + E P , , V A u , , , H L , 0 \ u 0(u) s=Q v(u) ^i--^ 8( L) 4 ^ ) 
L is defined by the chart expression X = L . cp ® a) , N , and the functions 
L j F uTu o(u)' 
^vlly'^ are obtained from XL£L by means of (3.2.49) and (3.2.48). Let (V,<\>), 
c|> = (x yy ), be a fiber chart such that V H 7 =.= 0 for only finitely many u £ T, 
let (t7,cp) be the associated chart on X. Writting X =' L . cp ® oj with respect to 
(7,il>) and using the transformation formulas between L and L, cu r s and to. 
.—v a . aKL) 
(3.2.45), and a) , A and to. . (2.3.8) we obtain 
qi...qs(i) J 1 . . . j f c v 
~ , _ ! ^-1 a % r . W s ( o ) 
( 3 . 2 . 5 9 ) cp ® p = cp ® ( X Do) + I d e t 0<p cp I . E E 
u 
1 * J ^ » « 
^ i qq ...q 
dx n 1 s a A \ — F / N . a ) . . A c o . ; . 
9a:? . , V ( L ) ^ l " - ^ * 
C o ) 
this expression the local Lepagean equivalent o 
X, 
Let us subtract . from this expre sion the local Lepagean equivalent p T/ of 
X •. A „ V 
X X, expressed by . 
r - l ^\..Jk 
(3.2.60) p , ., = ip ® (x £.w„ + E S , . w. . A w.). 
\ X ' V <• ° k=o c U ) í i - í ; 
We get on 1 ^ PL " P^x.F = » * \ , F
 w h e r e 
r-1 ij ...j. 
(3.2.61) v „ = E G . A V - ,- A w, . 
U ' fe=0 a U ) Jl'"Jk 
and 
г 
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-^a(ь) * l < k < r - l , 
Q o M - d e t \ oX)s% 9 y a 3 ^ } v ( , ) "
S a ( u ) -
Since cp ® v is a Lepagean equivalent of the zero lagrangian, it is completely 
determined, via (3.2.52), by the non-symmetric parts of the components (3.2.62), 
i.e., by the functions 
tjj-...^ /̂-..•••Jfc (ij<f.3\) 
(3.2.63) g e \ = « A ~ « A • 
y
a(u) a(u) a U ) 
It is easily seen that ^ A ' * ^ " "
1
 = Q ^
1 , - , J r
"
1
 = 0 and that (3.2.63) implies 
that the functions fi£(*) *J* are independent of ̂ ^ # p ^ ̂ ^ .. .3y^ # # ̂ ^ . 
2. Let us put p = £p and consider this form on V _1. We have p = p + 
+ v ® vTr (3.2.51) so that Z(p + ̂  ® v ) = p + v ® v . Using (3.*2.52) and 
comparing the non-symmetric parts of the coefficients on both sides we get 
U1...4 ^-,V,,4 ^r , , t 7 'k (̂ '-...J'T.) 
(3.2.64") a 1 * = E 0 A - « • -S . 
ya a(ij a a 
These functions determine uniquely vT, by (3,2.52)-. Thus, using the first part of 
the proof, we obtain that p has all the required properties. 
Remark 3.6, Higher order Lepagean forms have been introduced by Krupka [9] ,[8] 
in full analogy with [7] (see also [3] ,[41]). The local Lepagean equivalents 
(3.2.50) have been considered by Aldaya and Azcarraga [ 13] (for vector bundles), 
Krupka (see the above - mentioned papers), and Shadwick [48] ; in fact, the 
quantities (3.2,49) appear in the classical first variation formula, and are 
called the variational derivatives of L (see de Donder [26, (27) - (30)]). Follow-
ing the approach and terminology of Garcia [29] , some authors have been developing 
the theory of "Poincare-Cartan forms11 (i.e., Lepagean forms whose order of contact 
is <\ 1) with the help of auxiliary connections, or fibered connections (Ferraris 
and Francaviglia [ 28] , Garcia and Munoz [ 30] , Ferraris [ 27] , Kola? [ 37] ) , or in 
the language of morphisms (Horak and Kola? [ 35] , Kola? [ 38] ; see also [ 27 §2.3]) . 
In [27] , the third order case has been analyzed in detail. The same axioms and 
motivation for the fundamental variational form (Lepagean form) as those of our, 
(see [ 9] , [7]) were re-discovered by Kupershmidt [ 10, (1.7)] . Marvan [45] has 
proved the existence of a Lepagean equivalent by means of elementary sheaf theory. 
The proof given in this paper is taken from [ 42] . 
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We shall give an example of a second order lagrangian which has a first order 
Lepagean equivalent. Our discussion is^ based on [9, p. 26] , and on the papers by 
Szczyrba [ 5 1] , Kijowski [ 36] , and Novotny [ 46] . 
Let X be an rz-dimensional manifold, T*X 0 T*X the vector bundle of symmetric 
covariant tensors of degree 2 over X. Let x €- X be a point, (lJ-q)), cp = (x ) , a 
chart at x. Each tensor h £ T*X © T*X at x has a unique expression h = 
i 7* 
= g. .(h)dx © dx\ where g. .(h) = g..(h); h is called regular, if det(g, .(h)) * 0. 
^f7 , ^ J J
-2- %d 
Denote by T X C f^X © T::X the open subset of regular tensors. T X. viewed as a 
J met v 6 met ** 
fibered manifold with base X and projection T, defined as the restriction of the 
vector bundle projection of T*X © T':tX9 is called the fibered manifold of metrics 
over X. For any chart (£l,q)), cp = (x1), on J, the pair (7,<l>), where V = T~ (/7)J 
<!>=(# ,rj .,)., j <• k9 is a fiber chart on T X, called associated with (!7,cp). The 
corresponding associated chart on d T X is denoted by (V ,(J> ), where 7 = 
^ & . met , r r ' r >. 
= T; (U), i,r = (x
l,gjk>
gjkns'-"gjkn,...ir
)' * - k> h -•••* V We d e f i n e * J 
as t he e lements of the i n v e r s e m a t r i x of (g..)9 and denote g = l d e t ( O / . . ) l ; O". .., 
•£7 ^0 ' t̂7 -̂7 
a; ^3 and ^ may be cons ide red as func t ions on any of the s e t s Uy V, V 3 1 < s < r. 
For a func t i on / o n F we denote d.f = f . . 
r ^ J^ ~n 2 
The Hilbert lagrangian for T J i s the odd base n-form A £ ft (J T J ) such y y met ^ met 
t h a t f o r any c h a r t ( ^ c p ) , <p = ( i r t ) , A = R. <p ® u)n5, where o)n = dx A . . .A Ola: 3 R = 
ik nl 
= R.y/g, R = g g R..113 and B..77 are the components of the formal curvature ^^K.u ^QKu 
tensor, 
(3.2.65) *..., = ̂ (a.? .. - g.p ., + «-.. ., - *., '..) + g(^T% - I* r* ), " i j l t t = 2(gU,jk gik,jl + ^ k , i í g3l,ik) + gpq{jkTil rjlvik} 
where 
( 3 . 2 . 6 6 ) r?- = -r ^ ( O . , + _r 7 . - g.i ) jk 2 y vyOTj,AC ytf/k,.7 y.7k,t77 
a r e t he formal Christoffel symbols3 cons ide red as r e a l va lued func t ions on T (U), 
o r T " 1 ( I 7 ) . 1 < s < r . 
s 
t h e Lepagean e q u i v a l e n t of A has the form p = cp ® p , where 




( 3 . 2 . 6 7 ) p„ = R« • + E E 
0 ° i k<l 
+ E
 г Ә R 
г , 1 _ ӘR 
A f t e r some c a l c u l a t i o n we o b t a i n 
\l Á A ui 
,ij kh;1J * 
(3.2.68) pn =Ví7 Ы Æ - í/*ч+ ч^łгłą - /vЧ* • 
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Using the relation 
(3.2.69) gkltJ = gp1ftJ +9pl?ki 
loord ina tes (x *t, . .„ _ ., 
.7* <i 1 
we can express p n in forms of the c r   3q. .3T .-,) on J T X. We obtain 
v
 0 '^J Jk met 
(3.2.70) p
Q
 = v ^ /ЧrL - £&>-, * ?<Л* -
3.3. Variations of sections and their jet prolongations. Let H be a vector 
field on 7, a its local one-parameter group. It is easily seen that H is 
I-projectable if and only if each point y £ Y has a neighborhood V such that a+ 
is defined on V for any sufficiently small t, and is an isomorphism of the 
fibered manifold V onto a (V). 
Suppose that H is a it-projectable vector field on Y3 and denote by £ its • 
r ' . . 
n-projection. For each t3 denote by J a, the r-jet prolongation of the isomorphism 
of fibered manifold a (Sec. 2,1), da is an isomorphism of JVY considered with 
• v £ 
any of the p r o j e c t i o n s TC 3 TC , and these isomorphisms def ine a l o c a l one 
r r3s . . r 
parameter transforma t ion group of d v . We put for each p o i n t Jy from the domain 
o f d e f i n i t i o n of d a+. 
(3.3.1) /"-(#) ={&^. t(#)}0 . 
This r e l a t i o n def ines a vec tor f i e l d e/H on Ji, c a l l e d the r-jet prolongation of 
the ic-pro jec tab l e vec tor f i e l d H, e/H i s TC - p r o j e c t a b l e ( r e s p . TC - p r o j e c t a b l e 
for any s3 0 < s < r), and i t s TC - p r o j e c t i o n ( r e s p . TC - p r o j e c t i o n ) i s £ ( r e s p . 
/ H ) . 
The following theorem describes the local structure of e/H. In its formulation 
we use the notion of formal derivative of a function (2.2.15). 
Theorem 3.5, Let H be a %-projeotable veotor field on Y3 (V3<\>) 9 <\> = (x.sy ), a 
fiber ohart3 and let H be expressed by 
(3.3.2) = = / - - * = ' - - . 
dx by 
Then e/H is expressed with respeot to (V 3<\> ) by . 
(3.3.3) /H.= M + EE5
1 : 9 
ftc* k=0 Jl-^k dy°; .. 
3i'"°k 
where H • • are functions on Vp determined by the recurrent formula 
Knihovna maf.-fyz. lokulty U k 
©*í. mac.matické 
18600 fniha-KarliaSeldonki. 13 
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(i n /\ •-cr _ J .-.o" a o£ 
( 3 . 3 . 4 ) s • • - d . s - . - y . . 7 - ^ 7 - • 
Proof. Let Jry £ 7 . By definition, 
(3.3.5) HJ , < # > = { £ * ; /o^-ir)} . 
where a is the local one-parameter group of E. Let $, be the n-projection of a, , 
and let (<7,<p), q> = (a: ), be the associated chart on X. We have 
(3.3.6) y° ,»A. £(^Y> =( 7- ^ 7- yVrBlV
1} 
Since this expression is equal to 
(3.3.7) (-4- . a""1. A ^ V 1 } 
V* a/1...a/*"1 Wx) 
f a l a*"1 0 R-l-l\ ft -li 
lte V1...-**-1 ' j*Cx) 
fj3 í - 1 -í) 
. <—r x 3 ř ' r 
l9.r 
we o b t a i n 
( 3 . 3 . 8 ) -a- , ( J ^ Y ) = 
ЪđЛjf ! л . ^^v)-*вt*~ÍL>^ -
г 
o ag 
I n t h i s exp ress ion , we have the d e r i v a t i v e o f the mapping 
(3.3.9) ( t . * 1 , . . . , * " ) - ( (—J- 9 ^ " A t Y B ; 1 - " 1 ) . ^ - 1 ) ^ 1 , . . . , * " ) . 
VV3x 1 . . .a .r * X ' ' 
Since the derivative with respect to t at t = 0 is the component E • • of 
r J i . - - t 7 . v - i 
<T£, (3.3.8) immediately gives (3.3.4). 
In the proof of the next theorem we use the non-holonomic jets (Sec. 2.1), 
Theorem 3.6. For any two n-proj'eatable vector fields S,r, on Y the Lie bracket 
[£»£] is also a %-projeatable vector fields and 
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( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) J*lltti = I J
1"-, j * - ] . 
Proof. I f r = 1, ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) can be proved i n f i b e r c o o r d i n a t e s by a d i r e c t c a l c u -
l a t i o n . 
We s h a l l now suppose t h a t J** [ £ , r j = [J* £ , J° el . l e t u : / V - J (Jr~ I ) 
be the c anon ica l embedding ( 2 . 1 . 9 ) . Let a be an isomorphism of Yy def ined on an 
open s e t V C y and a = pr a. We have for each / v €= TC AV) 
* 0 xl r90 
( 3 . 3 . 1 1 ) LoeTra(J2>Y) = J1 / AJ^aya'1). 
xl ctAx) ' 0 
Let us c o n s i d e r the 1-jet p r o l o n g a t i o n J (d a). We have 
( 3 . 3 . 1 2 ) J1(efr"1a)(L(e7rY)) = J1 (^^'^J^^yoo.'
1). 
x a r\ \ x j u 
jr-1 JT-1 -1 r-1 -1 - 1 r-1 -1 
Put eT aoeT Y ° a 0 = J (
a Y a 0 ^
o a o ° a 0 = J ( a T a 0 ^
 S O t h a t 
( 3 . 3 . 1 3 ) J1(eTr"1a)oU = UoJ^a . 
Denote by J {J £) ( r e s p , J (J {,)) the 1- jet p r o l o n g a t i o n of the it - -
r>-l r-1 . r 
- p r o j e c t a b l e vec tor f i e l d J £ ( r e s p . J r,). Applying ( 3 . 3 . 1 3 ) to the l o c a l 
one-parameter groups of t h e s e vec tor f i e l d s we get 
( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) J1(err"1^)oL = Tu . Jrz,9 J
X{JP~\)*\. = Tb . f^ . 
Let us c o n s i d e r the vec tor f i e l d j[ £,9Z,] . By ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) , . 
(3.3.15) TL . j r [c ,d = . / V ^ U . d W = Al^'h, J1""1?])^. 
- [ / ( J -^H) , J-^ ' -Ol .u , 
where we have applied our inductive assumption. On the other hand, (3.3.14) 
implies 
(3.3.16) [J 1 (e7 P " 1 ^) ,J 1 (J r " 1 c) ]oU = Tu . [ A , A l • 
Comparing ( 3 . 3 . 1 5 ) and ( 3 . 3 . 1 6 ) we get TbAJ^lZ^] ~ [ A - A l ) = 0, and ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
fo l lows from the f a c t t h a t TL i s i n j e c t i v e . 
We no te t h a t for any n - p r o j e c t a b l e vec tor f i e l d E on Y and any form 
P e ? ( / y ) 
(3 .3 .17) a „+1_fc(p) = * < - « P > . 
e/ H e/ H . 
This follows from Theorem 2.1 (f). 
The concept of the r-jet prolongation of a it-projectable vector field can be 
generalized to vector fields along, sections of Y. Let y be a section of Y3 W its 
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domain of definition. Recall that a vector field along y is a mapping r, : W — TY 
such that for each x £ W, z,(x) £ T f (Y", A vector field alongY is also called a 
y\x) 
variation of y. If C is a variation of Y> then the formula 
(3.3.18) r, = Tu.C 
defines a vector field on f/, called the ^.-projection of C 
Theorem 3.7. Let y ̂  a section of Y defined on Wy r, a variation of y. 
(a) There exists a n-projectable vector field E3 defined on a neighborhood of 
the set y(W) C Y, such that for each x £ W 
(3.3.19) ~(y(x)) = Cte) . 
(£>) FOr arcz/ two it- protectable vector fields H ,H , defined on a neighborhood 
of y(W), such that H 1 ( Y ( X ) ) = E 2 ( Y ( * ) ) = z>(x) for all x G w 
(3.3.20) «72,51(«^Y) = J%(J£Y) . 
Proof, (a) Let (F, ,(J>, ), ,̂ = (x, ,u , ), be some fiber charts on Y such that 
b b b b b 
UV 3 y(f/), and le t (U ,cp ) be the associated charts on X% With respect to 
(U ,cp ) and (V ,(|> ) , c i s expressed by C = r?(b/ox'L ) + Z°(d/dy°)9 where r / , Z
a 
b b b b .. b b b b b b 
are some functions of x , . . . , a : . Let (x ) be a pa r t i t i on of unity, subordinate to 
b b ^* O O i i 
the covering (V ) of W . We set for each b H = Z , £ = C j and define a vector 
b b . • b k ^ b 
field H, on F by H, = £^(9/90: ) + H, (o/byt ), Now it is easily verified by means 
b b b b b b b 
of a fiber chart and the transformation properties of the components of r,, that 
the vector field H = Ex -- n a s all the required properties. 
b ,b 
(b) Let (V,<\>)9 <\> = (x
%
3y ) , be a fiber char t , (£l,(p) the associated chart on X, 
r+1 
By (2,2 ,15) , for any function f : V -*- R and any section of Y over U3 d.fod y = 
= d(foj y)/dx , and d'f depends only on the r e s t r i c t i o n of f to dy(U). Thus the 
components of J H1 depend only on the components of H resc t r i c ted to y(W) 9 i . e . , 
on the components of £, by (3 .3 .4 ) ; th i s implies (3 .3 ,20) , 
A n-projectable vector f ie ld H sat isfying condition (a) of Theorem 3,7, is 
cal led a n-projectable extension of the var ia t ion r,. According to Theorem 3,7 (b) 
we may put 
(3.3.21) A ( A > = ̂ H ( A ) , 
X X 
where H is any u-projectable extension of C and x £ P/, J r, i s a vector f ie ld along 
the r - j e t prolongation J^Y of y\ we ca l l i t the r-jet prolongation of the 
var ia t ion r,. 
Remark 3,7, The notion of the 1-jet prolongation of a projectable vector field 
has been introduced,in the case of the product of Euclidean spaces, by Trautman 
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[ 52] to obtain a geometric characterization of one-parameter symmetries of a 
lagrangian, and was easily transferred to r-jet prolongations of arbitrary 
fibered manifolds; the prolonged vector fields turned out to get the meaning of 
"prolongations of variations" of sections of fibered manifolds (Krupka [40]). 
3.4. The first variation formula. Let W C X be a set. From now on, rr7(it) 
W 
denotes the set of sections y of I such that the domain of definition of y is a 
neighborhood of (/, 
Let X €- fty(j Y) be a lagrangian of order r for 7, ft C X a piece, i . e . , a 
compact, n-dimensional submanifold of X with boundary. The function 
(3.4.1) r n U) 3 y - XQ(T) = o/ <fy*\ € R 
is called the variational function, or the action function, of the lagrangian X 
over ft. Our main purpose in this series of papers is to investigate the family 
{X } of variational functions, labeled by ft. 
Let 5 be a it-projectable vector field on Y, £ i t s it-projection, a (resp, a ,) 
the local one-parameter group of 5 (resp. £)• Let y £ T (fi)* be a section, U -> ft 
i t s domain of definition. To each point xQ €= ft there exist eQ > 0 and a neighbor-
hood U of x such that the mapping (s3x) •* a (x) (the global flow of £) is 
u u us 
defined on (-e , e ) x U , Since ft is compact, we can find finite sequences 
x^ , , . , *x €E ft e., , . . . ,e„7 > 0, and £/„ , . . . ,Cl„ such that for each i = 1,2,. . . ,N, the 1' ' n 1 -V 1 A7 ' 
mapping (s^rc) •• a (#) is defined on (-£, .e,) x U.t Putting e = min{e , . . # , e } we 
US Is 1s U X. Iv 
obtain that this mapping is defined on (-e,e) x iV, where iV = UCl. is a neighbor-
hood of ft. Hence the formula 
(3.4.2) Y - a va- J 
's s' Qs J 
where s €= (-e ,e) , defines a one-parameter family {y } of sections of Y; the domain 
of definition of y contains a (ft), {Y } is called the deformation of the section 
Y induced by 5, 
Let us consider the real-valued function 
(3.4.3) <--.-) B s -> A ^ ^ a ^ - J ) = ^ ^ / ( y V ^ e A 
This function is obviously smooth. Differentiating with respect to s at s - 0 and 
using Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 we obtain 
X 
ťs 
(3.4.4) )-r- A ,_,(a ya'1)} = J fy*d 
V s a 0 8
( n ) S 0S J o fl «i 
where 3-r„X denotes the Lie derivative of X with respect to the r-jet prolongation 
J 5 of 5. The arising function 
(3.4.5) rn(0 B Y - O J , ^ ) ^ ) - - n / - A * a e - H
x e i ? 
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is the var ia t ional function of the lagrangian B^-X over ft. We ca l l i t the first 
variation of the var ia t ional function X , induced by H. 
^n r '^yi s 
Theorem 3,8. Let X £ SlSJ Y) be a lagrangian^ p £ ft (j y) a Lepagean equivalent 
of X. 
(a) For every ^-protectable vector field H on Yj 
(3.4.6) d X = h(i dp) + h(di p) . 
J^H / s JSH 
(2?) FOr every n-projectable vector fieldH On Y and every section y of Y, 
(3.4.7) -jV'd A = - A * * ^P + dJ*y*i p . 
J^H ^H JSH 
(O) FOr every ^-protectable vector field on Y, every piece ft iirttfc boundary 8ft, 
and every section y €= r ( n ) , 
(3.4.8) fl; A*9 j . _ * = n / A* * S^P
 +
 dUf A * * s^ • 
et - J ~ e7 H 
Proof, (a) Since h(p) = X (see Convention 2.1) (3.4,6) follows from (3.3.17) 
and (1.3.29). 
(b) This follows from (3.4.6) and from the definition of h (see Sec. 2.2). 
(c) This follows from (3.4,7) and from the Stokes* formula (Theorem 1,6). 
We call either of the relations (3.4.6), (3.4,7) the infinitesimal first 
variation formula; (3.4.8) is called the integral first variation formula. 
Remark 3.8. Infinitesimal first variation formula (3.4.6), or (3.4.7), explains 
the axioms defining a Lepagean equivalent p of a lagrangian X: The first axiom, 
stating that p (dp) should be K -horizontal, guaranties that the first term in 
l s j u 
(3.4,7) depends only on H, not on the prolongations of H (i,e,, on the 
derivatives of the components of H), while the complementary term (the second 
term) is precisely the "boundary term"; the second axiom, stating that h(p) = X, 
implies Q/ J y*\ = Q/ J Y*P> which,means that p should define the same variational 
problem as X. 
Our definition of the variational function (3,4,1) is analogous as that one of 
Hermann [34] , His first variation formula is, however, not correct, since it does 
not lead to the required decomposition of the variation into "Euler-Lagrange" and 
the "boundary" terms. 
The following corollary says that the (global) first variation formula (3,4,6) 
can also be obtained by means of the local Lepagean equivalents (3,2,47), 
Corollary 1. For every ^-protectable vector field H on Ys 
(3.4.9) a^x - *<^dp X f V > • w - a ^ x y • 
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where (V3<\>) is any fiber ahart on Y and p̂  y is the loaal Lepagean .equivalent 
(3.2.47) of X. 
~n 2r-l 
Proof. Let p £ ft (J Y) be any Lepagean equivalent of X (Theorem 3.4). For 
each fiber chart (Vs<\>) on Y p is expressible in the form p ='p + v , where 
vT/ is a local Lepagean equivalent of the zero lagrangian (compare with (3.2.51) 
and (3.1.3)). If H is a n-projectable vector field on Y, we have 
(3.4.10) h(d 2r^ vy) = 0 
J H 
since h and 8 2r~i- commute (in the sense of (3,3.17)). Hence 
(3.4.1D W a ^ ^ p ) = « a ^ . l H P X i F ) 
Apply: 
(3.4.9). 
on V . l ing (3.3.17) again and using (1.-3.29) and Theorem 2,1 , (a) we obtain 
Let X €- ft (J Y) be a Lagrangian, p a Lepagean equivalent of X; we may suppose 
"^n 2Y'—• 1 
that p £ ft j r - i y ^ Y).We know that the Euler-Lagrange form E of p (Sec. 3.1) 
depends onjiy on X (Corollary 3 to Theorem 3.1). We denote -E = E and call E the 
X 
Euler-Lagrange form of the lagrangian X. The mapping X -* E of tP(J Y) into 
~n 1 2r X X 
ft "* (J Y) is called the Euler-Lagrange mapping. The chart expression of E is 
~w x 
given by (3.1.11) and (3.1.12) with f - L, where X = L. cp ® w (3.2.2), and s = 
= 2r - 1. Writing E^ = Ea(L).y ® (w A WQ) we obtain the Euler-Lagrange' 
expressions E (L) (3.1,12) of the lagrangian X with respect to (7,<|0.-
Corollary 2, For every %-vertiaal veator field H on Y, 
(3.4.12) a ^ - ^ ^ + W ^ ^ P ) . 
Proof. This follows from (3.4.6), the identity h(i 2r J-\)
 = i jir-E^9
 anc* from 
Theorem 3.1, (1). 
Remark 3\9. The Euler-Lagrange form as considered above, is due to Krupka (see 
e.g. [9 , (4.19) , [ 71 , and [ 3] ) and Anderson and Duchamp [ 14, (3.4)] . Goldschmidt 
and Sternberg [ 33] interpreted the Euler-Lagrange expressions as the vector-
valued differential n-form (n - dim X). Garcia [29] (see also [30]) introduced the 
Euler-Lagrange form as a vector-valued n-form, depending on an auxiliary 
connection. 
3,5, Extremals, Let W C X be a set . From now on, r ( i ) denotes the set of 
W 
sections y of I such that the domain of definition of y is a neighborhood of W. 
Let X €• ft (j Y) be a lagrangian of order r for Y, ft C X a piece, i . e . , a 
compactj n-dimensional submanifold of X with boundary. The function 
(3.5.1) r^(n) By - Xa(y) = ft/ e^V*
 e # 
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is called the variational function, or the action function of the lagrangian X 
over ft. Our main purpose in this serie-s of papers is to investigate the family of 
functions A , labeled by ft. 
ft 
By a one-parameter family of sections of Y we shall mean a mapping ( - e , e ) x 
x W B (SjX) -• y(SjX) £ Y, where e > 0 and W C X is an open set, such that for each 
s £ ( - e , e ) the mapping yQ
 : ^ "* -% defined by the relation y (a;) = y(s,x), is a 
section of Y over iV. When there is no need of further specification, we denote a 
one-parameter family of sections by {Y } . A deformation of a section y we mean a 
one-parameter family of sections {y } such that Yn
 = Y-
If {Y } is a deformation of a section y e -\7(n), then the relation 
s W ' 
(3.5.2) -<*> = [ 4 Ys(^)}0 
defines a vector field along y. Since .Tit-rX-c) = 0. for every re, this vector field 
is formed by it-vertical vectors. By the support of the deformation {yQ} we mean 
the set cl {x £ W\z,(x1 =1- 0}, where cl means the closure. We say that {y } is of 
compact support, if its support is a compact set in W% 
If H is a it-vertical vector field on Y and (aQ) is its local one-parameter 
group, then for any y £ r (it), {a y} is a deformation of y; this deformation is 
ft s 
said to be induced by H, 
A section y £ T (it 
lagrangian A On ft, i f 
A section y £ Fr/71) --s called an extremal, or a critical section, of the 
(з-5-з) | b w } 0
 = o 
for every deformation {y } of y whose support is contained in ft. A section 
s 
y £ r̂ -(i0 is called an extremal, or a critical point, of A, if the restriction of 
y to any piece ft C W is an extremal of A on ft. If W = X we suppose of global 
extremals. 
Thus the extremals of A are those sections y, for which the value A^(y) of 
the variational function (3.5.1) is "stable" with respect to "small compact 
deformations" of y, for every ft C X. 
Lemma 3.4. A section y € IVdO is an extremal of A on ft if and only if 
(3.5.4) QI A * a r A = o 
/Or eueru ii-vertical vector field H, defined on a neighborhood of y(ft) C Y3 such 
that supp H C 7t ( o j . 
Proof* 1. Let y be an extremal of A on ft, l e t H be a i t -vert ical vector f ie ld 
on a neighborhood of y(ft) C Y, a^ i t s local one-parameter group. To each point 
y e y(ft) there exis t e > 0 and a neighborhood V of Y such that the mapping 
(s,y) - a (u) i s defined on (-e ,e ) x V . Since y i s an embedding, y(ft) i s 
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compact, and we can find a finite sequences y^9...9y^ e^,...,e^, and V^9.. . 9V^ 
such that for each i3 1 < i < N> the mapping (s3y) -*• a (y) is defined on (-e.3e.)x 
x V.. Putting e = min( e ,..,,e ) we obtain that this mapping is defined on 
(-e,e) x V9 where V= UV^ is a neighborhood of y(tt). Thus Y S - o^Y is
 a deforma-
tion of y . Let U be the domain of definition of Y» we m aY suppose that U C it (7). 
If x £ U is a point such that E ( Y ( # ) ) * 0, then y(x) e SUPP ~ c it" (fi)9 and a? £ ft 
which implies that the support of y clfo € £/|E(Y(#)) * 0} C o , Now by definition 
(3.5.3) 
= Лi^^L^^ 
o « ' /-= 
where we have used Theorem 1.5, ( 2 , 1 , 5 ) . and ( 1 . 3 . 1 7 ) , 
2. Suppose t h a t ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) h o l d s for every H. Let [y } be a deformat ion of y whose 
s u p p o r t i s c o n t a i n e d i n ft. Take f o r H t h e i t -pro ject able e x t e n s i o n of t h e v e c t o r 
f i e l d C ( 3 . 5 , 2 ) (Theorem 3.7 ( a ) ) ; o b v i o u s l y , H must be i t - v e r t i c a l . Using Theorem 
1.5 we o b t a i n 
(3.5.6) ( 4 - MY )) = J ( 4 - A * A ) . 
\ds ft s J ft \ds 's J 
Express the i n t e g r a n d by means of a f i b e r c h a r t (V3<\>), ([> = (x 3y ) , I f X = 
L. <p ® ai , then JI>y *X ~ (LJ^YJ^V ® ^ n >
 a n d 
Q 5 . . . . . -, í g „ v « o W ^ . ^ ~ aJ(3, 
( i л.*»}( ».5.»> <-A«> ф%. i
 3lҐҺ ' ľJ- '" . 
Л/. . .'V) 
•Js 
J E 9 L 2Í 
t 7 r " < 7 f c 3a; 1...dx K 
{*•* 
. . r . . . 
where these expressions are considered along J y , and the definition of the 
associated coordinates on dY is used. But %(x) = H(Y( # ) ) , and if we write H = 
= H (d/dy ) we obtain H = {d(y y )/ds) which implies, using Theorem 3.5, 
s O ' 
( 3 . 3 . 3 ) , and ( 1 . 3 . 2 8 ) t h a t t h i s e x p r e s s i o n equa l s J^y*d \ . Now ( 3 . 5 . 3 ) fo l lows 
from the assumpt ion . 
Lemma 3,4 says t h a t for the s tudy of ex t remals y of A one can use i t - v e r t i c a l 
v e c t o r f i e l d s i n p l a c e of v a r i a t i o n s of Y* This immediately l eads to the fo l lowing 
r e s u l t . 
Theorem 3 . 9 . Let X £ ft„(e/I) be a lagrangian^ E the Euler-Lagrange form of X, 
Y a section of Y^ and p a Lepagean equivalent of X Of order 2r - 1. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) y is an extremal of X. 
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2r 
(2) The Euler-Lagrange form E vanishes along J Y.» 
A 
(3.5.8) E.oj2ry = o . 
A 
(3) For every n-projectable vector field H on Y 
(3.5.9) J2r-\*i 2 r - 1 > = 0 . 
J w 
(4) For any fiber chart (7,(10 the restriction of y to the set T_(7) satisfies 
the system of partial differential equations 
(3.5.10) E (L)oJ2ry = 0 , 1 < a < m. 
Proof. 1. If Y is an extremal then by Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 2, 
^ / J y*ij2r~E^ = 0 for each H u-vertical, such that.supp H C n (p„). Thus (1) 
implies (2), 2. Suppose that condition (2) holds. Since for any ic-projectable 
vector field H on Y 
(3.5.11) * , . . _ - * - , _ _ . * = -§.,,--_.!* ,r-iJ-P = %2r-l_dp = %2r BX + %2r/ 
c / _ _ e / _ _ e / _ _ e / H d — 
(see (1.3.22) and (3,1.2)) and the order of contact of F is > 2, we have 
J y*ij2r-i7;dp = J ry*i r2r ~--\ = 0. 3. Writing (3.5.9) locally we see at once 
that (3) implies (-.). 4. Finally, condition (4) together with (3.4.12) and Lemma 
3.4 imply (1). 
Any of the equivalent equations (3.5.8) - (3.5.10) are a global system of m 
2r 
partial differential equations of order 2r on J Y; they are called the Euler-
Lagrange equations of the lagrangian X. Thus the extremals of X are precisely 
solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
Remark 3,10, A variational function containing, in addition to the integral 
over ft, an integral over the boundary 9£2, has been studied by Chrastina [ 18] , 
Remark 3.11, Some authors use formula (3.5,4) for the definition of an extremal, 
with the vector fields J H replaced by a wider class of the so called 
infinitesimal contact transformations ([ 19] , [ 29]) . It should be pointed out, 
however, that deformations of sections induced by the infinitesimal contact 
transformations are no more sections, in general, and are not adequate to the 
considered type of variational problems in fibered spaces. 
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